### Product Long Desc | Commodity Indicator | Contract Year Month | Volume | Open Interest | Settle Price | ClearPort | OI | Diff | S. Price | Diff
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
RME RED BIODIESEL VS ICE GASOIL | EBFR | 201503 | 0 | 20 | 0 | 267.841000 | + 3.91

Sum: 

RME BIO ARGUS CAL SWP | ERBF | 201503 | 0 | 5 | 0 | 824.841000 | + 3.35

Sum: 

NORTH EUROPEAN HRC STEEL CAL SWAP | ETIS | 201504 | 0 | 50 | 0 | 403.000000 | - 3
NORTH EUROPEAN HRC STEEL CAL SWAP | 201505 | 0 | 50 | 0 | 404.250000 | - 3.25

Sum: 

ETHANOL T2 FOB RTDM INCL DUTY SWAP | EZ1 | 201503 | 0 | 10 | 0 | 484.295000 | + 1.2

Sum: 

Grand Total: 0 | 135 | 0

---

The information herein is taken from sources believed to be reliable. However, it is intended for the purposes of information and education only and is not guaranteed by CCE as to accuracy, completeness, nor trading results and does not constitute advice or continue a solicitation of the purchase or sale of any futures or options. The Rules and Regulations of CCE should be consulted as the authoritative source on all current contract specifications and regulations. The open interest values are based on preliminary open interest values only.